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Beloved Father! Countless events occur in the flow of history, none of them without a relationship to 

Your providence. We did not know that in the course to overcome what was aligned with Satan within the 

history of sorrow, there was a destined path of restoration through which the walls of the individual, 

family, tribe, people, nation, world, and cosmos had to be torn down. Our Unification Church members 

have come to know that for restoration to come about and tear down these walls, we should develop a 

realm of heart such that ideal love can begin to flow through this world -- a world in which the seeds of 

fallen love were sown and have taken root. 

 

Jesus, who came with this heart, taught us that members of our own household would be our enemies. He 

also proclaimed that we are not his disciples unless we love him more than anyone else, and that anyone 

who does not deny himself, carry his cross, and follow Jesus is not one with him. He also said that if we 

do not love our neighbors as ourselves, we cannot be saved. If we are in a position to attend the true 

Heaven, we know that it is the hope of Heaven and of the Parents that we love the world even more than 

we love the Parents, because the world is our neighbor. 

 

We know that Heaven loves and desires to establish, as the representative of all the heirs, the filial child 

who, while attending his or her parents, loves all his or her siblings with a heart of even more love than 

their filial piety toward their parents. Therefore, with the foundation on which they can sever the root of 

Satan and put down new roots by loving the True Parents absolutely, all the children of the Unification 

Church who are here now need to take the position of filial sons and daughters who love humankind more 

than they love True Parents. 

 



 

 

In that way, we will swiftly tear down all the walls that guard Satan's realm of heart in the spirit world 

and the earthly world. Furthermore, we now proclaim that we will become sons and daughters who are 

not ashamed to inherit the kingdom of heaven victoriously. Therefore, we earnestly request and desire 

that You assist us not to be lazy in training ourselves, so that we can deserve to receive Your blessing. 

 

We have clearly understood that a person who does not love True Parents and the world cannot enter the 

kingdom of heaven. Therefore, for this endeavor, we need to take a position from which we can love and 

absorb everything, even if Satan's world opposes us. We know that our efforts will not be sufficient unless 

we accomplish that. Therefore, we earnestly request that, as You test and assess whether or not we have 

become such people, You enable us to fulfill, with an unchanging heart, the duties of heart, loyalty and 

filial piety through Home Church. 

 

We clearly know that only the person who has accomplished this is the final victor who can participate in 

the final glory with the right of inheritance based on complete love. Such a person stands in a position to 

be blessed. Please bless us to be able to sacrifice everything and dash forward along that path. 

 

Thank You for instituting this day. We earnestly hope and pray that our ancestors in the spirit world and 

people on earth may climb over the wall dividing them. We also pray that all spirits in the spirit world 

may receive the benefit of returning resurrection and thus be liberated from all their sorrows. In this 

manner, according to their spiritual status, may they directly descend to earth on the religious foundation 

of their descendants and fulfill their promises. To enable them to do so, Father, please enforce the merit of 

the age. Command them to act on their promises, and bless them that they may follow the one way that 

leads to the world of love. 

 

We thank You for this hour of grace You have granted us, and we humbly pray all these things in the 

name of True Parents. Aju! 

 

 


